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音符稳定音区及颤音区边界；并通过 DKL 函数曲线再次寻找音符的可能边界。 







































Music notation is a kind of intelligent behavior that musicians identify the 
melody and express them in musical scores. Automatic singing transcription refers to 
the analysis of a music signal in order to produce a parametric representation of the 
sounding notes with the pitch and duration. It is a technology to simulate the manually 
notation. With the development of multimedia and the procession of digital music, get 
the musical sores automatically over the music communication will enable people to 
appreciate music better. 
The automatic singing transcriptions studies are mostly based on signal 
processing or pattern classification, but often neglected the relationship between the 
music perception and the notes content identification calculation models, thereby 
causing the result has been less than ideal. This thesis concerns the automatic 
transcription of pitched notes in humming audio. It aims to through the analysis of 
auditory features, combined with signal processing methods and music theory, and 
expends the study of the following aspects. 
1. With regard to the harmonic errors in the existing pitch estimation algorithm, 
an accurate pitch extraction algorithm based on the model of overtone is proposed. It 
is based on FFT and overtone theory, considering the relationship between the pitches 
estimate from the changed-simple signals, and the detection rules is constructed. The 
experiment results show that the algorithm solves the problem of octave error. 
2. A multi-level note segmentation algorithm is proposed. It concerned the 
diffident note boundary causes of change in pitch and increase in intensity. The 
algorithm extracts the perceptually relevant boundaries based on the note content, and 
detects the potential onsets using DKL function. 
3. The analysis and improvement is implemented to the  
Krumhansl-Schmuckler key finding algorithm. A better tonal scale weight distribution 















A singing transcription system is presented based the algorithms proposed in 
this thesis, which has good practical value. The effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithms is verified by experiments, and the results are more in line with the hum 
desired. 
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